Isolates of the plant pathogen Xylella fastidiosa are genetically very similar, but studies on their biological traits have indicated differences in virulence and infection symptomatology. Taxonomic analyses have identified several subspecies, and phylogenetic analyses of housekeeping genes have shown broad host-based genetic differences; however, results are still inconclusive for genetic differentiation of isolates within subspecies. This study employs multilocus sequence analysis of environmentally mediated genes (MLSA-E; genes influenced by environmental factors) to investigate X. fastidiosa relationships and differentiate isolates with low genetic variability. Potential environmentally mediated genes, including host colonization and survival genes related to infection establishment, were identified a priori. The ratio of the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions to the rate of synonymous substitutions (dN/dS) was calculated to select genes that may be under increased positive selection compared to previously studied housekeeping genes. Nine genes were sequenced from 54 X. fastidiosa isolates infecting different host plants across the United States. Results of maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian phylogenetic (BP) analyses are in agreement with known X. fastidiosa subspecies clades but show novel within-subspecies differentiation, including geographic differentiation, and provide additional information regarding host-based isolate variation and specificity. dN/dS ratios of environmentally mediated genes, though <1 due to high sequence similarity, are significantly greater than housekeeping gene dN/dS ratios and correlate with increased sequence variability. MLSA-E can more precisely resolve relationships between closely related bacterial strains with low genetic variability, such as X. fastidiosa isolates. Discovering the genetic relationships between X. fastidiosa isolates will provide new insights into the epidemiology of populations of X. fastidiosa, allowing improved disease management in economically important crops.
X
ylella fastidiosa is a Gram-negative plant-pathogenic bacterium that is adapted to live inside the xylem vessels of plant hosts and the foregut of leafhopper insect vectors (8) . Biofilm formed inside the xylem vessels is believed to play a key role in disease development by obstructing water passage from the root to aerial parts of the plant (8) . The bacterium infects several economically important agricultural crops, including grape, citrus, almond, and peach, as well as a variety of landscape trees and plants (38) . Despite this broad host range, isolates of X. fastidiosa from different plant hosts are genetically very similar. Comparative genomic analyses between the most divergent X. fastidiosa complete genome strains (the Pierce's disease of grapevine type strain Temecula and the citrus variegated chlorosis type strain 9a5c) have shown that 98% of their genes are shared, and the average amino acid identity is 96% (85) . Taxonomic analyses have grouped X. fastidiosa strains into several subspecies on the basis of DNA-DNA hybridization and phylogenetic studies: X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa, X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi, X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex, and X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca (75, 76) . Though isolates from these subspecies are genetically too similar for further taxonomic classification, studies on the biological traits of isolates from the same subspecies have indicated differences in infectivity (2, 3, 29, 37, 45, 51) . Because of this, efforts to further characterize the diversity seen among X. fastidiosa isolates within the proposed subspecies are ongoing (91) .
Diverse molecular techniques have been applied to genetically characterize X. fastidiosa isolates, including restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (10) , random amplification of polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (3, 12, 32, 65) , microsatellite/simple sequence repeat (SSR) analysis (2, 35, 48, 67) , and 16S-23S rRNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) sequencing (32, 54, 56, 67) . Results from strain typing, phylogenetic analyses, and other data comparisons in the aforementioned studies have shown broad host-based genetic differences between strains; however, phylogenetic results on differentiation of strains from within the same X. fastidiosa subspecies and those isolated from the same host plant species are still inconclusive. More recently, a multilocus sequence typing (MLST) scheme has been implemented (2, 74, 76, 91) to provide a standardized means of interpreting phylogenetic data from many isolates of X. fastidiosa. This MLST scheme relies on sequence analysis of seven housekeeping genes which are required for basic cellular maintenance. Housekeeping genes are usually relatively conserved, making them good candidates for use in evolutionary phylogenetic analyses of distantly related groups. One drawback to using housekeeping genes is that they may not provide enough variability to differentiate closely related isolates. The often-sequenced gyrB gene has 97.5 to 100% sequence similarity among X. fastidiosa isolates (69) , exemplifying the limited variation found among X. fastidiosa housekeeping genes.
Similar problems detecting genetic variability, despite differences in infectivity characteristics, have frequently occurred in analyses of mammalian pathogen housekeeping genes. Researchers have resorted to analyses of alternate genes with greater variability to improve genetic differentiation of pathogen isolates and provide insight into recent evolutionary processes, including virulence genes (Clostridium difficile, Chlamydophila pecorum, Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica, Listeria monocytogenes) (44, 90, 81, 92) and other genes related to pathogen-host interactions (S. enterica serovar Typhimurium, Escherichia coli, S. enterica subsp. enterica, C. pecorum) (28, 49, 50, 90) . The recent X. fastidiosa MLST publication also included a nonhousekeeping gene related to motility (pilU) to increase phylogenetic resolution, and it provides most of the variation among nonrecombinant X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates, though it is excluded from the conventional MLST scheme (91) . Such genes are likely subject to adaptive evolutionary pressure (positive selection), making them more suitable for population genetics study than for determining deep evolutionary relationships. Additionally, not all housekeeping genes are suitable for evolutionary phylogenies. A comparison of MLST schemes for 17 human pathogens showed that, though housekeeping genes were under purifying selection, on average, 13 of the species analyzed had evidence of punctual adaptive evolution within one or more loci (64) . However, it has been argued that multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA) of genes subject to positive selection can still provide accurate predictions of short-term evolution, as long as the major clades identified with phylogenetic analysis of housekeeping genes are maintained in the analysis of the positively selected genes (31, 50) .
An alternative for discriminating between closely related X. fastidiosa isolates is to perform MLSA of genes influenced by environmental factors, termed environmentally mediated genes. Environmentally mediated genes are involved in adaptation to environmental changes and are usually subject to positive selection pressure (35) , so they should have greater sequence variability than conserved housekeeping genes under stabilizing selection pressure. Therefore, sequence analysis of environmentally mediated genes should provide increased phylogenetic differentiation and be more likely to yield genetic differences between recently diverged isolates, comparable to results from human bacterial pathogen MLST studies using virulence and other positively selected genes (44, 50, 81, 92) . However, no previous studies have explored the diversity of virulence genes in a plant-pathogenic bacterium. Because X. fastidiosa is likely subject to strong selection pressure (76) , it should have some positively selected, environmentally mediated genes with higher sequence variation. Previous studies have elucidated the essential roles of many specific adaptive genes involved in the proliferation of this xylem-limited pathogen in the host (e.g., adhesion, biofilm formation, motility, cell signaling, plant cell wall degradation, metal homeostasis, and toxin production genes; reviewed by Varani et al. [86] ). It is hypothesized that analyzing these genes in X. fastidiosa will increase differentiation of genetically similar isolates, in particular, isolates infecting the same plant host.
Here, multilocus sequence analysis of environmentally mediated genes (MLSA-E) was applied to identify X. fastidiosa isolate relationships. MLSA-E was used for genes related to processes important for establishing X. fastidiosa infections and colonization of the insect vector, such as surface attachment, biofilm formation, virulence, and nutrient transport and utilization. These types of genes may be more relevant to host-based genetic variability. Genes of interest were identified from previous studies and, based on the ratio of the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions to the rate of synonymous substitutions (dN/dS), an indication of positive selection. Target-specific PCR primers were designed from available X. fastidiosa whole-genome sequences. Target genes from X. fastidiosa isolates from a variety of host plants from several geographic regions in the United States were PCR amplified and sequenced. Phylogenetic analyses of the resulting sequence information show host-based and geographic origin-based genetic relationships. Discovering the genetic relationships between X. fastidiosa isolates will provide new insights into the epidemiology of populations of X. fastidiosa, which will allow improved disease management in a variety of economically important agricultural crops.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation of X. fastidiosa. Few X. fastidiosa isolates from the southeastern United States, with the exception of isolates from Florida, have been collected and genetically analyzed. To improve representation of X. fastidiosa isolates from the southeastern United States, isolates were collected from Georgia and Alabama. Leaves showing X. fastidiosa infection symptoms of marginal leaf scorching were collected from host plants in these states and stored at 4°C. Within 24 h, leaves were processed according to a modified bacterial isolation protocol (36) . Briefly, each leaf was surface sterilized with 70% ethanol (2 min), followed by 1.2% sodium hypochlorite (5 min), and then rinsed 3 times with sterile deionized water. The lower half of the main vein and the petiole (with tip trimmed and discarded) were removed with a sterile blade. The tissue was cut along the length of the vein, sliced into small pieces, and added to 3 ml PD2 (17) liquid medium. Medium with leaf tissue was incubated with shaking at 28°C for 2 h. PD2 samples of 100 l were spread plated on PW agar plates (16) and incubated at 28°C for up to 1 month, until presumptive X. fastidiosa colonies appeared. Colonies were restreaked for isolation, confirmed by PCR (58) , and stored in PD2 with 20% glycerol at Ϫ80°C.
X. fastidiosa isolate collection and DNA extraction. X. fastidiosa isolates (n ϭ 49) were isolated as discussed above (n ϭ 8) or acquired from other laboratories (n ϭ 41). Isolates were originally collected from 33 sampling sites in the following U.S. states: Alabama (n ϭ 1), California (n ϭ 13), Florida (n ϭ 11), Georgia (n ϭ 18), and Texas (n ϭ 6) (see Fig.  S1 and Table S1 in the supplemental material). Isolates were cultured for 1 to 2 weeks on PW agar (16) . Bacteria were then scraped from the agar plates, resuspended in 200 l molecular-grade water, and DNA extracted using a modified cetyltrimethylammonium bromide protocol (22) . Sequences for isolates with complete genomes deposited in GenBank (n ϭ 5) were also included in this study (see isolates identified with crosses in Table S1 in the supplemental material). Of the combined isolates analyzed here (n ϭ 54), the majority were isolated from grape (n ϭ 28), followed by blueberry (n ϭ 7), almond (n ϭ 3), oak (n ϭ 3), lupine (n ϭ 2), sycamore (n ϭ 2), and elderberry, elm, oleander, orange, plum, ragweed, redbud, sumpweed, and sunflower (n ϭ 1 for each).
MLSA-E gene selection. Genes with the following characteristics were initially chosen for MLSA (Table 1) : (i) experimental proof from previous studies regarding their role in the infection process and indicating the possibility that they are environmentally mediated and (ii) a high probability of sequence variability, based on comparisons of the five X. fastidiosa complete genome sequences deposited in GenBank (Temecula, accession number AE009442; GB514, accession number CP002165; M23, accession number CP001011; M12, accession number CP000941; 9a5c, accession number AE003849). Genes related to processes important for establishing X. fastidiosa infections, such as surface attachment, biofilm formation, virulence, and nutrient transport/utilization, were initially selected a priori from the literature, with preference given to genes in each category with the most well elucidated roles. A BLAST search was conducted to identify the candidate genes with the greatest sequence variation among the five complete genome sequences. Ten genes representing sev-eral categories of potential environmental interactions were initially selected (Table 1; see Table S2 in the supplemental material). General sequence variability for each gene was assessed by quantifying the number of unique haplotypes on the basis of preliminary results using 28 X. fastidiosa isolates and these 10 genes.
The dN/dS between the Pierce's disease of grapevine type strain (X. fastidiosa strain Temecula) and the citrus variegated chlorosis type strain (X. fastidiosa strain 9a5c) was calculated for the 10 MLSA-E genes using the DnaSP program, version 5 (47) . dN/dS is an indicator of selection pressure and was calculated to determine if this ratio could be used to predict additional MLSA-E genes with greater sequence variability and, if so, what range of dN/dS ratios would be expected for high-variability sequences. Because X. fastidiosa isolates are genetically very similar and strains Temecula and 9a5c have the most dissimilar complete genome sequences available, genes with a higher Temecula/9a5c dN/dS may have greater sequence variability among more closely related isolates. To test this hypothesis, Temecula/9a5c dN/dS ratios for the 10 initial MLSA-E genes were plotted against the number of alleles found among the 28 X. fastidiosa isolates initially analyzed. Results from this (see below) led to selection of three additional genes for the final MLSA-E (Table 1 , asterisks) on the basis of the following new criteria: (i) possibility of being environmentally mediated on the basis of the findings of previous studies and (ii) a Temecula/9a5c dN/dS of Ͼ0.15, an indication of positive selection pressure. Finally, Temecula/9a5c dN/dS ratios for all 13 genes regions were plotted against the number of alleles found among the 28 initially analyzed X. fastidiosa isolates to determine the correlation between dN/dS and sequence variability from the larger data set. Due to lower sequence variability and number of alleles, as predicted by the Temecula/9a5c dN/ dS, four of the initial genes were eliminated from the final MLSA-E of all 54 isolates (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
Detection of positive selection. dN/dS ratios were calculated for the set of housekeeping gene regions described in a previous MLST study of X. fastidiosa (91) to determine if their dN/dS ratios were significantly different from those used in the final MLSA-E. All gene regions (of both the final MLSA-E and MLST genes) were designated either housekeeping or nonhousekeeping genes on the basis of the literature. gyrB, an additional housekeeping gene previously used for phylogenetic analysis of X. fastidiosa (59, 69) , was also included. dN/dS ratios from the housekeeping genes were compared with dN/dS ratios from the nonhousekeeping genes using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test (␣ ϭ 0.05) in Statistix software, version 8.0 (Analytical Software).
PCR amplification and DNA sequencing. PCR primers (Table 1; see  Table S2 in the supplemental material) were designed for the selected genes using PrimerQuest software (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA), with the exception of those for the malF primers (91) . Isolate DNA was amplified by PCR on an S1000 thermocycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) in reaction mixtures (50 l) containing the following components: 1.25 U PerfectTaq DNA polymerase (5Prime, Gaithers- (23) , was used to trim low-quality sequence end reads, create consensus gene sequences, translate putative protein sequences, and align sequences (using the Geneious ClustalW [43] plug-in). For the pglA gene, the alignment was trimmed to exclude the noncoding region at the beginning of the PCR amplicon and the region after the frameshift mutation that has been described in X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca (85) . For the copB gene, 1 bp was deleted from the GB514 isolate sequence in GenBank (locus tag XFLM_05775) because it was suspected to be a sequencing error (see below).
To reconstruct the evolutionary relationships of the X. fastidiosa isolates, phylogenies were generated for each individual gene alignment and for the concatenated sequence alignment (see File S1 in the supplemental material). Bayesian phylogenetic (BP) analyses were conducted using the MrBayes program, version 3.1.2 (70), with two chains of 2 million generations each. Partitions were created for each codon position of each gene, and models of nucleotide substitution were applied to each partition, as determined by the Modeltest program, version 3.7 (66), according to the Akaike information criterion (1). Trees were sampled every 200 generations, and the first 5,000 trees (10%) were discarded as burn-in for each chain, prior to generating the extended-majority-rule consensus tree. Maximum likelihood (ML) analyses were performed using the RAxML program, version 7.0.3 (79) , and the rapid BS algorithm (80) with 1,000 bootstraps. For ML analyses, each codon position was treated as a separate partition, and the GTR ϩ I ϩ ⌫ model was implemented for each position using the GTRGAMMAI option. Trees were initially rooted with Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris strain ATCC 33913 as the outgroup, but final trees were rooted with X. fastidiosa isolate 9a5c (orange) as the outgroup, based on initial results.
To compare topologies between the single-gene ML trees and the concatenated ML tree, log likelihood differences (⌬ln L) were computed and Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) tests (78) were performed between each gene tree and the concatenated gene tree using the -f h option in RAxML. The nine MLSA-E genes were also divided into groups of high-dN/dS genes and groups of low-dN/dS genes, based on the Temecula/9a5c MLSA-E gene region dN/dS. ML phylogenies generated from data sets with increasing numbers of high-or low-dN/dS genes were compared to the phylogeny generated from the complete nine-gene data set using SH tests to determine the minimum number of genes of each type needed to obtain a tree not significantly worse than the nine-gene tree. An SH test was also used to determine if genes with evidence of recombination (see methods below) have a significant effect on the nine-gene ML tree. This was done by removing potentially recombinant genes from the alignment, producing an ML tree with the remaining genes, and using the SH test to compare it to the original tree.
Haplotype networks. To visualize relationships between haplotypes, networks based on the nine-gene alignment were created (see File S1 in the supplemental material) using the TCS program, version 1.21 (13) , which uses the previously described cladogram estimator algorithm (84) . The default settings were used (i.e., branches represent 95% parsimoniously plausible connections between haplotypes). Loops (reticulations) in the network, which represent ambiguous and implausible connections, were broken according to previous recommendations (15, 83) .
Analysis of sequence diversity, recombination, and linkage disequilibrium. Sequence diversity of the nine final single-gene alignments was described by calculating nucleotide diversity per site () using DnaSP software, version 5 (47). Single-gene alignments were also tested for evidence of recombination using both the RDP4 (Recombination Detection Program 4) Beta program, version 4.11 (52) , and PHI (pairwise homoplasy index) test (6) . RDP tests the alignment with a suite of nine nonparametric recombination detection methods that provide the number, breakpoints, and statistical probability of recombination events, while the PHI test scans the alignment for overall evidence of recombination. Significance of all recombination events was tested at a P value of 0.05. Alignments were also analyzed for linkage disequilibrium using the ZZ statistic (72) , as implemented in DnaSP, version 5 (47).
X. fastidiosa MLST scheme comparative analyses. To compare the X. fastidiosa MLST scheme (74, 91) with the MLSA-E scheme developed here, haplotype diversity was investigated using the seven MLST housekeeping genes versus the nine MLSA-E genes. Data from the online X. fastidiosa MLST database were compared against data for the X. fastidiosa isolates used in this study, and 12 isolates analyzed were identified to be in common: 9a5c, ALS6, Conn Creek, EB92-3, Georgia Plum, Hopland, L95-1, L95-2, M12, M23, Preston, and Temecula (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Sequence data for the MLST genes were downloaded from the website, concatenated alignments were created, and number of haplotypes was determined.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The GenBank accession numbers for the 441 new sequences generated here are JQ361912 to JQ362352.
RESULTS

Gene selection for MLSA-E.
A positive correlation between Temecula/9a5c dN/dS ratios of the initial 10 MLSA-E genes and the number of alleles among the 28 X. fastidiosa isolates initially analyzed was observed. On the basis of this, genes with dN/dS ratios of Ͼ0.15 were postulated to have sufficient variability for MLSA-E because they were predicted by the trend line to have a greater number of alleles and the potential to be under positive selection. To select additional genes with high dN/dS ratios (dN/dS Ͼ 0.15), the Temecula/9a5c dN/dS was calculated for numerous potential environmentally mediated genes identified in the literature (data not shown). This led to selection of three additional MLSA-E genes with the highest dN/dS ratios of the genes surveyed. A significant positive correlation (R 2 ϭ 0.66, P ϭ 0.0007 for regression analysis) was found between Temecula/9a5c dN/dS ratios for the 13 target MLSA-E gene regions sequenced and the number of alleles identified among the 28 X. fastidiosa isolates initially analyzed (Fig. 1) . On the basis of these results, nine genes with dN/dS ratios of Ͼ0.15 were chosen for final MLSA-E of the 54 X. fastidiosa isolates. The dN/dS ratios of the nonhousekeeping genes in analyzed genes and the number of alleles identified for each gene among a subset (n ϭ 28) of the X. fastidiosa isolates. The dashed line represents the dN/dS threshold of 0.15 used to select genes for final MLSA-E. Genes with dN/dS ratios above this threshold (with the exception of pilJ) were retained for final MLSA-E analyses, while genes with dN/dS ratios below this threshold were eliminated.
this study (mean ϭ 0.24) were significantly higher than those of the housekeeping genes used in the MLST X. fastidiosa study (91) and this study (mean ϭ 0.12) (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, twotailed P ϭ 0.0013) ( Table 2) .
MLSA-E gene sequences. Sequencing results indicate specific characteristics for several genes analyzed which represent novel findings. In agreement with previous reports (85), the pglA frameshift mutation seen in X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca isolates is absent in the non-X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca isolates analyzed in this study. There is a 1-bp insertion in the GB514 strain copB sequence in GenBank that likely represents a sequencing error. The insertion produces a stop codon that results in truncation of the gene, whereas the gene is translated in other complete genome sequences and X. fastidiosa isolates from grape in this study (including another isolate from Texas). copB functions in copper homeostasis in X. fastidiosa (68) , and inactivation of the homologous copAB operon in Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri rendered the bacterium incapable of growing in medium containing copper (82) , so this gene is probably necessary for X. fastidiosa survival. Also, copB contains a region with a 15-bp (minisatellite)-coding variable number tandem repeat (VNTR). When oriented in the coding direction, a repeat of 5=-ACACCCAGATGGATC-3= occurs (described here for the first time), followed by a repeat which is a previously described variation of this sequence: 5=-ACACAG GGATGGATC-3= (48). The two substitutions that account for the difference in the two repeats represent a nonsynonymous mutation, whereby glutamine (CAG) versus glycine (GGG) is translated in the first versus second repeat, respectively. It is also notable that xadA contains a 21-bp indel. The deletion is present in all unique X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolate groups except for haplotype groups GR_GAFL (9 Georgia grape and 2 Florida grape isolates) and EB_LUPINE (1 Florida elderberry isolate and 1 Florida lupine isolate). The insertion is present in all other isolates examined here.
Haplotype diversity. A total of 6,026 bp from nine genes was sequenced or obtained from public databases for 54 X. fastidiosa isolates. Analysis of the final concatenated nine-gene alignment for all 54 X. fastidiosa isolates (49 isolates plus data from four full-genome sequences) revealed 29 unique haplotypes (see Table  S1 in the supplemental material). Each haplotype was represented by 1 to 11 isolates. The unique haplotypes demonstrate host-based differences between isolates. Grape and blueberry isolates are the largest groups from a single host presented here. Ten unique haplotypes were identified from 28 grape isolates, and three unique haplotypes were identified from 7 blueberry isolates. This confirms that genetic variability is present among isolates obtained from the same host plant species.
Of the 10 grape isolates collected from Georgia, all had identical MLSA-E genes, except for CCPM1, which was acquired from plant tissue collected in the same county on the same day as four of the other isolates, but from a different cultivar (Petit Manseng). Using the 12 isolates shared by both MLST and MLSA-E schemes, 10 unique haplotypes were identified by MLSA-E analysis, while only 8 were identified using the MLST genes (data not shown).
Phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted on the concatenated nine-gene alignment of the 29 unique haplotypes (see File S1 and Table S1 in the supplemental material). Trees rooted using Xanthomonas campestris as the outgroup did not have relationships among unique X. fastidiosa haplotypes noticeably different from those of trees rooted with the X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca isolate (9a5c), so X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca was used to produce a tree with a shorter root for easier viewing and to facilitate ease of use of the sequence alignments for additional analyses. Tree topologies were similar for BP and ML phylogenetic analyses of the 29 unique haplotypes. Therefore, both posterior probabilities (PPs) and bootstrap support (BS) values are presented on the 50% majority rule consensus Bayesian topology (Fig. 2) . Support values for most clades were generally high (Ͼ85% BS and Ͼ95% PP), and the tree is well resolved, with the exception of polyphyletic groups among the most-derived, closely related isolates from each lineage. However, in the ML analysis, BS values for a single X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade were low (Ͻ50%), with X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A and clade B and the isolate from elm forming three clades as polytomies. In the BP analysis, the elm isolate was also the most basal in the single X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade, suggesting that it may represent a rogue taxon (73) with a highly variable phylogenetic position.
Another difference between the BP and ML analyses occurs in terminal leaves within X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa. Within this clade, most of the variability found in the sequences analyzed here is due to insertion/deletion events in the genes copB and xadA. Under most standard phylogenetic implementations (including RAxML and MrBayes), gaps and missing data are treated as missing data (26; Alexandros Stamatakis, Heidelberg Institute for Theoretical Studies, personal communication). Thus, gaps such as those found in this study do not contribute any phylogenetic information. However, it appears that RAxML is more influenced by these missing data, which can be attributed to the different strategies deployed by ML versus BP to infer/integrate over trees (Stamatakis, personal communication). As a result, whereas MrBayes produces a large polytomy for X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates, RAxML produces a more defined topology with variable (55 to 100%) BS support values (Fig. 3) .
All single-gene trees (data not shown) have significantly lower (91) . Nonhousekeeping genes are from this study. The dN/dS ratios of the nonhousekeeping genes were significantly higher than the dN/dS ratios of the housekeeping genes (Wilcoxon ranksum test, two-tailed P ϭ 0.0013). b gyrB used in other X. fastidiosa phylogenetic analyses (59, 69) . c pyrE used in initial MLSA-E analyses in this study.
⌬ln L values than the concatenated gene tree based on SH tests (Table 3) . Additionally, the nine MLSA-E genes were further divided into groups of high-dN/dS genes and groups of low-dN/dS genes on the basis of the Temecula/9a5c MLSA-E gene region dN/dS (Table 2) . By comparing ML trees from different numbers of the highest-dN/dS-ratio genes using SH tests, it was determined that the six highest-dN/dS-ratio genes are needed to obtain a tree similar to the nine-gene tree (⌬ln L, Ϫ1.7). However, comparison of the ML tree from the eight lowest-dN/dS-ratio genes (only fimA was excluded) with the nine-gene tree showed that it was still significantly worse according to the SH test (⌬ln L, Ϫ145). Haplotype networks. Isolates in the haplotype networks (Fig.  4) group together mostly along the lines of the five major lineages seen in phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 2) : X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca, X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A, X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade B, X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi, and X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa. Two additional haplotype networks were also recovered. In this analysis, X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa is divided into two haplotype networks. One of the networks consists only of isolates from Georgia and Florida. The other network consists of all of the isolates from California and Texas, one isolate from Georgia (CCPM1), and one isolate from Florida (PD 92-8). The isolate from the elm, which is the only isolate from Alabama represented in this study, also forms a unique clade, supporting the ML phylogenetic analysis which placed it as a unique lineage not belonging to X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A or clade B. Elm is also the most basal isolate in X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A according to Bayesian analyses (Fig. 2) .
Evidence for recombination and linkage disequilibrium. Of the nine genes used for the final MLSA-E, there is evidence for single intersubspecies recombination events each in particular alleles of the genes acvB and rpfF (Table 3) . Specifically, of the 10 recombination detection methods used, 5 and 7 methods detected a recombination event in acvB and rpfF, respectively. Furthermore, a larger ZZ statistic (72) indicates a decreased chance of linkage disequilibrium for acvB and rpfF compared to that for the other genes (Table 3) , which further supports the possibility of these recombination events. However, the regions of the alignments within the recombination breakpoints (see File S1 in the supplemental material) have no novel variability patterns compared to other areas of the alignment. Additionally, the recombinant region is shared only by all X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex isolates, in the case of acvB, and all X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates, in the case of rpfF (Table 3) , rather than being present in select isolates from each of these subspecies. Furthermore, the SH test comparing the nine-gene ML tree with an ML tree produced without the genes acvB and rpfF showed that though the trees were significantly different, as expected, with two genes removed, one of which had a medium dN/dS (dN/dS for acvB, 0.26), there was a low log likelihood difference (⌬ln L, Ϫ42). This log likelihood difference is much lower than that for any of the single-gene trees (⌬ln L range, Ϫ243 to Ϫ1,556; Table 3 ) and is pointedly also much lower than that for the previously mentioned tree produced with the eight lowest-dN/dS-ratio genes (only fimA was excluded; ⌬ln L, Ϫ145).
DISCUSSION
Variation in X. fastidiosa detected by MLSA-E. Previous studies of X. fastidiosa genetic variability have not detected strong genetic variation among X. fastidiosa strains within subspecies (76) . Phylogenetic variation has been detected among X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca (2, 87) and X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex (33, 74, 91) isolates but has been particularly limited among X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa and X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi isolates (33, 74, 76, 91) , with the exception of X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates from Costa Rica (61) . For this reason, it has been assumed that withinsubspecies isolates of X. fastidiosa are very similar (61) . However, this does not explain the infectivity differences (including symptom type and severity or population growth rate) that have been described among different isolates within X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa (3, 37, 51) , X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex (3, 29) , and X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca (2, 45) . Recent studies (11, 14) indicate that genetic variability does exist among U.S. X. fastidiosa isolates infecting grape (X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa). This suggests the presence of undetected genetic variation and has prompted exploration of MLSA-E as a new method for genetic analysis of X. fastidiosa. This MLSA-E study is the first to use variation in multiple a n ϭ 29 unique isolate groups. The ln L differences between the single-gene tree and the concatenated nine-gene tree are also presented; all single-gene trees were significantly different from the concatenated nine-gene tree on the basis of Shimodaira-Hasegawa tests. Alignment regions with gaps were excluded from calculations. b Out of 10 possible methods. c Result is from PHI test, which provides information only about overall evidence of recombination.
FIG 4
Haplotype networks for all X. fastidiosa isolates from the concatenated nine MLSA-E genes, coded by geographic origin. Branches (lengths not relevant) represent 95% parsimoniously plausible connections between haplotypes. Size of nodes indicates frequency, and black dots indicate missing haplotypes. The ancestral haplotype in each network is indicated by a square.
nonhousekeeping gene DNA sequences to describe differences among plant-pathogenic bacteria. Here, X. fastidiosa genes possibly influenced by host/vectorbacterium interactions were selected for MLSA-E, leading to detection of sequence variability greater than that found in housekeeping genes. The life history of X. fastidiosa is restricted to plant host xylem vessels and the insect vector foregut. As a result, processes related to bacterial attachment to surfaces, biofilm formation, quorum sensing, degradation of host cell walls, and other adaptive life strategies are crucial for disease development (40) . Genes involved in these processes are expected to reflect adaptations to this specialized environment. The genes selected for this study can be broadly classified into two categories: those used by X. fastidiosa for host colonization (fimA, pglA, pilA, rpfF, xadA) and those used for defense against environmental conditions and competing microbiota (acvB, copB, cvaC, gaa) ( Table 1) . Analyses of adaptive genes involved in responding to environmental changes allow detection of population variability that can be absent in neutral markers (35) . These specific X. fastidiosa genes were initially part of a larger group of genes first identified through the literature to be important for the X. fastidiosa infection process and to have a high likelihood of being environmentally mediated (see literature references in Table 1 ). Subsequently, this subset of presumptive environmentally mediated genes was selected for MLSA-E because the genes had higher dN/dS ratios and so were likely under adaptive selection and would show variability that is lacking in neutral markers.
Phylogenetic results (Fig. 2 ) from this MLSA-E study show that the four currently proposed X. fastidiosa subspecies (75, 76) are recovered as reciprocally monophyletic clades. Also, the relationships between the subspecies agree with those found in recent multilocus studies using housekeeping genes (74, 76, 91) . However, MLSA-E increases phylogenetic differentiation of X. fastidiosa isolates and identifies novel variations within the same subspecies compared to the results of schemes used in previous studies, including the recent MLST scheme (91) . For example, enumeration of unique haplotypes among the 12 isolates analyzed in both this MLSA-E study and the MLST study found a larger number of haplotypes using MLSA-E (n ϭ 10) than using MLST (n ϭ 8), indicating that MLSA-E provides increased differentiation of even this small set of isolates. Phylogenetic results are supported by haplotype networks, which also show delineation by subspecies, with additional variability being shown within subspecies.
The X. fastidiosa MLST study found that little genetic variation was present within X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa and X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi, despite analyzing 86 and 21 isolates, respectively (91) . While the MLSA-E study described here did not assess multiple X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi isolates, it does identify increased variation among 30 X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates. MLSA-E results from X. fastidiosa grape isolates from different locations in the United States show genetic variability, as evidenced by phylogenetic analyses of the nine concatenated genes. Though isolates are more differentiated using ML analyses than BP analyses in this study, both analyses show variability within X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa. Haplotype networks also show increased differentiation, and some geographic trends are evident. Isolates from Georgia and Florida form a network distinct from isolates from California and Texas (Fig. 4) , establishing a difference among isolates from the East versus West Coasts of the United States. The exceptions to this are a single isolate from Georgia (CCPM1) and a single isolate from Florida (PD . Though it is difficult to know why these exceptions exist in the southeastern United States when they are genetically more similar (though not identical) to isolates from the western United States, it is possible that these isolates represent haplotypes that are adaptively intermediate between southeastern and western isolates or are a product of recombination, specifically if isolates were transported in infected plant material from a western location.
Though it has been less problematic to differentiate X. fastidiosa isolates within X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex than within X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa, results from MLSA-E of this expanded collection of isolates have also revealed a new finding within X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex. MLSA-E indicates the presence of two large, distinct, reciprocally monophyletic clades within X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex, while only one of these clades was identified in the recent MLST study (91) . X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A is a possible novel clade composed of X. fastidiosa isolates from hosts for which little to no phylogenetic analysis has been conducted, including strains from the recently identified host blueberry (7), ragweed, and (potentially) elm. In the only other study to include isolates from elm and ragweed, 16S rRNA and gyrB gene trees grouped these isolates in the same clade, but they were paraphyletic with an almond isolate (Dixon) and a plum isolate, respectively, and so were not differentiated from members of X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade B (69). One study (76) did analyze the almond isolate analyzed here (ALS6) and found it, along with another almond isolate, to be in a clade separate from clade B. However, these two almond isolates were the only isolates in this study with the recombinant alleles used to produce this phylogeny and so could be attracted away from the main clade and toward each other due to sequence variability from recombination. It is possible that this 2-isolate, single-host clade corresponds to the 10-isolate, four-host clade A in the present study, but more data are required to determine this.
X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade B is the previously identified clade (91) which contains the same three subclades composed of isolates from almond (including isolate M12 used in both this and the MLST study [91] ), plum, and oak, respectively, in the same general topology. However, isolates from five additional host species belonging to clade B are presented in the current study, which increases complexity in the topology and indicates new relationships. Additionally, in ML analysis, clade A and clade B form a polytomy with X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa, showing that their relationships are unresolved. This indicates that clade A and clade B may not even be sister clades, further strengthening the argument that they are distinctly different clades. Different haplotype networks for each of the X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clades support these results. Similarly, the relationship of the single X. fastidiosa isolate from elm analyzed in this study varies depending on whether the ML or BP method is used. Though BP analysis places this isolate as the basal member in the new X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A, ML analysis places it by itself in a paraphyletic relationship with X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade A, X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex clade B, and X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi/X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa. Haplotype network results also place the X. fastidiosa isolate from elm in its own network containing no other isolates. Additional X. fastidiosa isolates from elm and related plant hosts are needed to clarify the relationship of the elm isolate to the other isolates.
Using dN/dS to predict sequence variability. Results from this study show that dN/dS can be used as a predictor of sequence variability to identify genes that may be suitable for differentiation of isolates in closely related lineages. Environmentally mediated genes with greater numbers of alleles (greater sequence variability) can be predicted by the dN/dS ratios of the most divergent X. fastidiosa strains. Also, these results strongly suggest that even though genes with dN/dS ratios of Ͻ1 are not technically defined to be under positive selection (39, 88) , genes with larger (though Ͻ1) dN/dS ratios may still be more likely to be under positive selection than genes with smaller dN/dS ratios for some bacteria such as X. fastidiosa, and they can be adequate for discriminating among closely related isolates. Genes selected for MLSA-E had significantly greater dN/dS ratios than X. fastidiosa housekeeping genes, though none of their ratios were Ͼ1, and they are also assumed to be under positive selection on the basis of their functions (Table 1) . Furthermore, closely related X. fastidiosa isolates may not be expected to have any genes with dN/dS ratios of Ͼ1. Other studies have indicated that dN/dS is insensitive to detecting adaptive selection in genes subject to low levels of diversifying selection, necessitating the usage of other methods for estimating adaptive selection for these genes (55, 64) . However, housekeeping gene and environmentally mediated gene dN/dS variability in other organisms must be determined empirically in the same manner done here for X. fastidiosa prior to MLSA-E. It appears appropriate, based on the methods used in the present study, to define a dN/dS threshold relevant to the specific study organism using a variety of housekeeping and nonhousekeeping genes as an alternative to the rule of a dN/dS of Ͼ1 to identify genes that are potentially under positive selection.
dN/dS results also show that it is more appropriate to calculate dN/dS for the exact region of interest in a gene rather than for the entire gene, if it is to be used as a predictor of sequence variability. In this study, the Temecula/9a5c dN/dS of the entire gene was initially calculated for the MLSA-E genes and correlated to the number of alleles among the 28-isolate subset. Using a dN/dS cutoff value of 0.15, the gene pilJ was eliminated from further analyses because it had a dN/dS of 0.10 for the whole gene (Table 2) . It was later determined that the gene dN/dS was not as closely correlated with the number of alleles as the dN/dS of the gene region of interest (Fig. 1) . The dN/dS of the pilJ gene region used for MLSA-E was 0.20, much higher than the whole-gene dN/dS. If genes had initially been selected using the MLSA-E gene region dN/dS, pilJ would have been retained in the analyses. Therefore, the pilJ gene region analyzed in this study (see Table S2 in the supplemental material) may still be a good candidate for future MLSA-E studies.
Recombination in X. fastidiosa. Analysis of recombination and linkage disequilibrium in the nine final MLSA-E genes indicates evidence of intersubspecies recombination in the genes acvB and rpfF. Recombinant genes can produce results inconsistent with bacterial evolutionary phylogenies (53), so it is important to consider recombination when constructing phylogenies. No single method for detecting recombination is sufficient for all circumstances (53), so multiple methods were applied in this study. Though not all methods detected recombination in acvB and rpfF (Table 3) , recombination was detected by the majority of methods.
However, it seems unlikely that recombination events in these genes had a significant effect on the MLSA-E results. First, acvB and rpfF have less of an effect on the phylogeny than the other MLSA-E genes. They are members of the low-dN/dS gene group and have less sequence variability and fewer alleles. The regions of the alignments within the recombination breakpoints, specifically, have limited (and not unique) variability. Also, recombination events are shared by either all X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex isolates (acvB, parent isolate orange) or all X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates (rpfF, parent isolate oleander). Because of this, the recombinant regions should not drastically alter the phylogenetic signal within subspecies, as isolates within these subspecies should be subjected to the same phylogenetic forces. The recombinant regions could affect the relationships between subspecies, but these effects should also be limited. This is due to the lesser variability mentioned previously and because any effects among the other nine genes should be diluted, particularly because the two intersubspecies recombination events occur between different sets of subspecies. This is supported by the SH test, which indicates that, despite removing these two genes to create an ML tree with no detectable recombination, the tree (though significantly different, as expected from removal of two genes) had a very low log likelihood difference compared to the nine-gene tree. Also, compared to the significant evidence of recombination seen in the cysG housekeeping gene used in the X. fastidiosa MLST study (91) , the recombination in the MLSA-E genes is minimal. cysG has, by far, the greatest number of alleles (n ϭ 23) of all the MLST genes found among 145 X. fastidiosa isolates (41) . Though the Temecula/9a5c dN/dS for cysG is higher than that of most of the other MLST housekeeping genes (dN/dS ϭ 0.19; Table 2 ), the number of alleles for this gene is nonetheless disproportionately large, probably due to recombination. For acvB and rpfF, however, the number of alleles found in relation to the Temecula/9a5c dN/dS follows the trend line seen for all of the MLSA-E genes analyzed in this study (Fig. 1) .
Recombination can play a key role in producing variation within populations (53) . Previously, X. fastidiosa has been thought to be largely clonal, with limited evidence of recombination (74, 76) . These results and a recent study (42) indicate that there may be more recombination among X. fastidiosa isolates than previously identified. Biologically, these recombination events in acvB and rpfF may be influenced by host and/or environmental selection pressures. Since the identified recombinant regions in these genes are shared by all members of the recombinant subspecies, this may be indicative of a selective sweep through the population, where genetic diversity is eliminated at the specific allele (77) . Particularly for rpfF, responsible for the biosynthesis of diffusible signal factor (DSF), which regulates several virulence traits (8) , the recombinant region may produce an adaptive advantage, causing this allele to sweep through populations of X. fastidiosa subsp.
fastidiosa.
Specific sources of strain divergence in X. fastidiosa. It has previously been suggested that indels are a major source of strain divergence in X. fastidiosa and may be related to host specificity (21) . The 21-bp indel present in the gene xadA may reveal such strain divergence. The insertion is present in all isolates of X. fastidiosa subsp. pauca, X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex, and X. fastidiosa subsp. sandyi analyzed here. However, among X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates, the insertion is present only in isolates from Georgia and Florida (regardless of host). The region is deleted in all other X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates, and the larger X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa haplotype network consists only of isolates with the deletion (Fig. 4) . xadA (Table 1) encodes an afimbrial adhesin membrane protein involved in biofilm formation and virulence in grapevines (25) . As has been shown for other membrane proteins, xadA may be subject to positive selection due to increased exposure to the host and other environmental factors (27) . Because ancestral X. fastidiosa strains likely lack this deletion (it is absent in the majority of isolates analyzed here), it may be an adaptive variation in non-southeastern United States X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates.
The two variant VNTR regions found in the gene copB are also of special interest. VNTR regions are able to mediate rapid phenotypic changes through changes in gene expression (30) . Coding VNTRs can enhance bacterial virulence and play a role in adaptation to the environment (89) . It is likely that the two kinds of coding VNTRs in this gene, which differ by only one amino acid change, represent a source of adaptive variation, particularly because copB is involved in resistance to copper (Table 1) . Copper is often used to treat phytopathogens in agricultural crops, which triggers resistance mechanisms in these pathogens (82) . Therefore, the number of each type of VNTR may play a role in responding to copper in the environment, which warrants additional exploration in future studies.
Conclusions. These analyses show that MLSA-E can be successfully applied to plant-pathogenic bacterial isolates for strain differentiation. Environmentally mediated genes provide a more variable phylogenetic signal than housekeeping genes; therefore, MLSA-E is an appropriate method for clarifying phylogenetic relationships between closely related bacterial strains with low genetic variability, such as X. fastidiosa strains. Additionally, this study shows that dN/dS may be a useful predictor of variable genes for MLSA-E or other studies and can guide careful selection of genes subject to a variety of environmental pressures. A priori selection of genes for MLSA-E must consider the environment where the bacterium thrives and the stresses that it encounters (e.g., xylem vessels/leafhopper foregut and strong shear forces, respectively, for X. fastidiosa). As complete genomes become increasingly available, it will be useful to scan genomes for regions with high dN/dS ratios to gain an understanding of the ranges for particular lineages and areas that may be useful for elucidating variability. This would provide a better idea of what may constitute a signal of positive selection for these specific organisms, rather than relying on finding regions with a dN/dS of Ͼ1, which is difficult for closely related organisms. This MLSA-E study exposes clear genetic differences among X. fastidiosa subsp. fastidiosa isolates from the East versus West Coasts of the United States and characterizes blueberry isolates as belonging to a new clade within X. fastidiosa subsp. multiplex. Phenotypic characterization and virulence tests in planta of X. fastidiosa isolates used in this study are necessary to increase understanding of the genetic differentiation of bacterial populations found here.
